


>  

> As the "two weeks to flatten the curve" has brought us from March to mid October, I am wondering when the end is? 

>  

> As time has went by we 've learned a few things. The elderly and those with pre existing health issues are the ones who make up

fatalities.  This spreads no different and does not much more than any other coronavirus and basically yearly flu. And the damage being

done to peoples health and wellness, including financial aspect of the economy and personal incomes, are being damaged more by these

measures than the virus. Most people are recovering within a week and returning to life, while we are now over a half a year later into these

draconian measures with no end in site.   

>  

> As you know, or should, the case numbers of infection do not correlate into deaths. The rate of infection , like any other cold, virus  flu or

disease , does not equal death at 100 percent. So why are we acting as it is and portraying that picture? When the rate of testing shows that

1.6 percent or less of those being tested actually have the virus and even less of that 1.6 percent of positive tested will die, why are we

carrying on with this?  

>  

> The shut downs, social distancing, masks, and now on to vaccines, then whatever other genius idea as a bunch of po iticans and

bureaucrats who try and re invent the wheel of basic illness spread. Many countries are operating at regular or near regular capacity and

"normal" life without issues. What are we waiting for?  

>  

> Recently , several media outlets have published that drs and other health experts including scientists are claiming a heard immunity

through natural infection is the safest and best way to move forward and that these "safety measures" have actually dragged out the illness

and it would be nearly over of left to naturally act as every other flu and virus in history has. Normal life would result in the dying out of the

virus with safety measures only needed for the elderly and ill.  Why are we dragging this out and causing more damage ? 

>  

>  For how long are politicans and their bias paid drs and medical "officers" going to keep this clown circus going ?  

>  

> Right now , the financial issues from this out weight the need for any restrictions from healthy people under 75-80. The mental health

decline of people is causing more harm. And the health and physical well being of the general public is more at risk due to these measures

than the virus.    

>  

> So I am asking, when are we going to stop with these ridiculous "safety measures' and get back to ife? Other than a quick grab at policy

changes at the federal, provincial and municipal levels, these emergency measures have served no purpose to anyone else but big

business, the banks, politicans and the rich.    

>  

> So my question is this, with the continuation of these tyrannical, unneeded , and unproven measures -  are we continuing because we are

stupid , or because there is another agenda that is being adopted by backdooring them away from the public knowledge while the dog and

pony show continues?   

>  

> I would like to remind you or alert you to the fact I do have a background in psychology  and am not simply reading "conspiracy theroires"

, I am using the knowledge I have based in the education I received when I see the measures vs the need are not in line with each other

and it is time we stop this or alert the general public to the agenda at hand and your willing participation and compliance in it.  

>  

> As we move forward and watch the hysteria and hypochondria from the public and government alike, I ask when are we done and

resuming life? Im tired of it and so is most of society.  

>  

> I hope that some people want to do what is right and stand on the side of having an interest in the well being of the public, and not of that

of the false science and propaganda of the WHO, and other players in this overblown "pandemic".  

>  

> Kind regards 

> Sarah 

>   

>  

>  




